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Description 
In this hands-on lab, you will learn how to model and adjust reinforcement using all the tools 
available in Revit software. We’ll use practical examples, ranging from typical building structures 
to complex structural elements. We’ll learn how rebar constraints work and how to use their 
power to make precise adjustments to bars, yielding clash-free rebar models. We’ll learn the 
differences between shape-driven and free-form rebar, and which tools and modeling 
techniques are practical for different types of concrete elements. We’ll use the scheduling tools 
in Revit to extract rebar fabrication data and learn best practices for getting that data for both 
shape-driven and free-form rebar. 
 
Speaker 

Ovidiu Paunescu is a Senior Product Owner at Autodesk, where he 
coordinates the development of features that expand Revit's 
capabilities in rebar modeling and detailing. Before Autodesk, as a 
Structural Engineer, he worked on the design and detailing of many 
large-scale buildings both in Romania and internationally. He was 
always an early adopter of new software, he developed tools, 
workflows and helped his colleagues with tips and tricks, whenever 
possible. Ovidiu holds a bachelor’s degree in civil engineering and 
a master’s degree in structural engineering from the Technical 
University of Civil Engineering in Bucharest. He is a Certified 
Professional in Revit for both the Structural and Architectural 
disciplines. 

 
 
 
 
 

Learning Objectives 
• Describe the reinforcement modeling tools in Revit  
• Learn how to control the bar geometry precisely and how the bars react to changes  
• Learn how to select the best approach and rebar tool for the task at hand  
• Learn how to extract fabrication data for any type of rebar 
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Introduction 
Modeling rebar in the BIM environment of Revit offers many advantages, like the ability to check 
for clashes, ensure constructability, reacting to changes and extracting precise quantities. 
The various types of reinforcement in Revit have built-in logic that allows them to follow the host 
or other bars and react to changes. 
 
In this hands-on lab we will mostly focus on the behavior of shape driven and free form 
rebar, as these are the most versatile, but also the most complex in terms of the relationship to 
the concrete host and to other bars. 
 
All the workflows described here, especially the ones related to shape driven rebar are based 
on Revit 2020.1. 
 
Describe the reinforcement modeling tools in Revit  
There is a wide range of reinforcement tools in Revit, suitable for modeling reinforcement in 
various situations and different types of concrete elements. These elements can be very simple 
columns, beams, walls or floors to very complex 3D double curved decks. 
 
Most of these tools can be accessed directly from the Reinforcement panel of the Structure tab, 
the exception being free form rebar, which is under the Rebar command. 
 

 
 
Here’s a breakdown by category and the different types of families that define each element. 
 

• Structural Rebar 
o Rebar Bar (System) 
o Rebar Hook (System) 
o End Treatment (System) 
o Rebar Shape (Loadable family) 

• Structural Area Reinforcement 
• Structural Path Reinforcement 
• Structural Fabric Areas 

o Structural Fabric Area (System) 
• Structural Fabric Reinforcement 

o Fabric Sheet (System) 
o Fabric Wire (System) 

• Structural Rebar Couplers 
o Rebar Coupler (Loadable family) 
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We can further divide Rebar into shape driven rebar, which gets its geometry from a rebar 
shape family and free form rebar, which can have any geometry and doesn’t require a rebar 
shape family. 
It can however match its geometry to rebar shape families, and extract fabrication information in 
schedules and tags. 
 
Free form bars can be distributed along a path (Aligned Distribution) or along a surface (Surface 
Distribution). Check out the next chapter for more detail about how each tool works 
 
Use Area Reinforcement to create large amounts of reinforcement in up to four layers, in walls 
and floors. It uses a sketch to define the contour in which the bars are created and has options 
like spacing, bar type, hooks. 

 
 
You can use the Path Reinforcement tool to create shape driven reinforcement distributed 
along a path, in walls and floors. 
The path needs to be an open contour but can be made of different lines and arcs. It doesn’t 
allow all rebar shapes to be used and filters out rebar shapes that have angles other than 90 
deg between the segments. 
It also has the option to alternate bars with different shapes. 

 
You can use the Fabric Reinforcement to place individual fabric sheets in walls and floors or 
you can use the Fabric Area to place overlapped fabric sheets in the same types of elements. 

 
You can also define fabric sheets that are bent in one direction, by using the “Bend Sketch” 
during placement. 
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Rebar Couplers are used to connect Rebar together (shape driven and free form). In the case 
of shape driven rebar, couplers shorten and extend the bars, sync the layout options between 
connected sets. 
For free form bars, they can be used to connect bars, that are perfectly aligned and cannot be 
moved to shorten or extend the bars. This is because free form rebar relies entirely on its 
relationship with the concrete host, and its geometry can only be altered by the changes of that 
host geometry. 
 
Rebar Cover 
Another important tool in the reinforcement panel is the Rebar Cover tool. This allows you to 
override the cover of an element by face or for the entire element. 
There are different values of covers defined and you can add more. Each element that can host 
rebar will have a default cover specified. 

 
Reinforcement Settings 
Here you can set important things, like whether to include hooks or end treatments in the rebar 
shape definition (needs to be set when there is no rebar in the project), reinforcement rounding, 
reinforcement presentation (the default settings for presentation when a set is created). It also 
includes naming for the layers of area and path reinforcement and how varying rebar sets are 
numbered. 

 
Reinforcement Numbers 
Reinforcement elements are numbered on placement. Numbering allows identical reinforcement 
elements to be matched for schedules and tags. 
In assigned partitions, the rebar, fabric sheet, and rebar coupler numbers match those of the 
same type, size, material, and shape. 
  

Example – The cover properties of a floor 
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Learn how to control the bar geometry precisely and how the bars react to 
changes 
You can use the rebar tools in Revit to create reinforcement that reacts to changes according to 
the specified rules and that you can precisely adjust. 
We will be focusing mostly on shape driven rebar, as this is probably the most versatile, but we 
will go into detail on how free form rebar, path, area reinforcement and fabric sheets work. 

Shape Driven Rebar 
Shape driven rebar, like the name implies, gets its geometry from rebar shape families that you 
can load or create from scratch in the project.  
These bars expand to fill the concrete host, on placement and are automatically constrained to 
the concrete or to other bars (standard bars to stirrup bars). 
Rebar Snapping to the Cover 
For the concrete element to work as expected (corrosion resistance, etc.), it is very important for 
bars to not break the concrete cover.  
You will notice that when placing rebar, either directly or by sketching, the bars will automatically 
snap to the concrete cover or to other bars that are in range. When adjusting the bars, by 
dragging individual bar handles, those will also snap to the cover. 

 
When you move or copy (nudge, mirror, array, etc.) a rebar set, the bar doesn’t snap to the 
concrete cover. This way, the bar is not shortened or extended and no new bar positions (new 
rebar numbers) are created as a result of very small adjustments. 
In versions of Revit prior to 2020, a rebar would snap to the cover if it was within 0.5 bar 
diameters of that cover (to the bar axis). 

 

Automatic snapping of the bar to the cover - (a) sketching a bar on the cover; (b) draging an individual 
bar handle to the element cover 

(a) (b) 

Example – copying stirrup (A) to 
produce 3 identical stirrups (B), without 

the segments snapping to the slightly 
varying concrete cover 
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Rebar Automatic Selection of Constraints 
Shape driven rebar segments get automatically constrained only to the concrete host faces that 
are in range of each segment (the segment passes over the face). 
This ensures that bars don’t connect to faces that are far away and react to the changes of 
those faces. 
You can still manually select any face (constraint target) parallel to the bar segment, even if that 
face is not within range. 

 
The ends of the bars are automatically constrained to the closest surface (infinite). The bar 
ends search for constraints to faces of the host or neighboring elements to which that end 
belongs. 

  
Standard bars snap to stirrups automatically only if the standard bars pass through the stirrups 
(or, in other words, the stirrups are in range of the standard bars). 

 

Example – Faces (1), (2), (3) are parallel to the bar segment, while (1) and (3) are also in range of the 
bar segment; of the two, (1) is closer, so it’s set as the auto constraint  

Stirrup end auto constrains to 
closest (infinite surface) 

Examples – standard bars snapping to stirrups only when passing through the stirrups (stirrup segment is 
in range of the standard bar segment) 
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When a standard and stirrup set are 
distributed in the same direction (have 
parallel bending planes), the standard bar 
will not snap to the stirrup. 
 
 
 
Preserve Selected Constraints on Copy 
When you manually select a constraint 
target, that constraint is set as preferred.  
If the constrained bar segment is parallel to 
that face, it will keep that constraint when moving the bar in the same host (even if that face is 
outside the range of the bar) 

 
When copying the bar from one host to a similar one, the bar will automatically match the 
selected (preferred) constraints from the target to the destination host. 
Structural hosts are similar, if their corresponding faces are parallel and oriented the same way. 

 

Set as 
preferred 

Host 1 Host 2 

Example – Corresponding faces (constraint targets) 

Examples – A varying rebar set with the bar ends manually constrained to face B1 will match that 
constraint to face B2 when copying to a host with a similar face 

No auto snapping 
when sets are 

parallel 
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Edit Constraints 
You can adjust the dimensions of rebar, the distances to the concrete elements or other bars 
and set relationships between bars by using the Edit Constraints command  
• Select a bar or set > Modify | Structural Rebar tab > Edit Constraints 

 
You can change the bar constraint between the 
cover  or the element face  when the bar 
segment is constrained to a concrete element. 
 
Control the display of the edited bar in the 
drawing area 
• File tab > Options > Click the Graphics tab > Rebar Editing color 

 
TIP: Use Space bar to quickly cycle between the visible 
handles (Shift + Space cycles the opposite way), and 
Finish editing by pressing Enter. Discard all changes at 
any time by pressing Esc.  
 
For the selected bar handle, change the distance to its 
target directly, by inputting the offset and confirming 
using Enter. 
 
This quick navigation between visible handles, as well as 
direct offset editing is applicable to both shape-driven and free form rebar. 
Use the predefined shortcut keys for the specific options 
(e.g. constraint to face / cover) or add your own key 
combinations.  
• Click View tab > Windows panel > User Interface drop-

down > Keyboard Shortcuts > Filter by the Drawing 
Area Controls category 

 
 
Constraints between bars 
You can constrain together, at a specified distance, any shape driven rebar sets in the project, 
regardless of the bar shape or style. 
 
This parametric association makes it easier to re-use and adjust rebar patterns throughout the 
project and ensure that the bars react correctly to changes of layout, bar sizes and rebar set 
geometry, maintaining the design intent. 
• Select a rebar set and Edit Constraints > Select the desired bar handle > Select a constraint 

target of one of the bars in the same host as the bar being edited > Edit the offset and / or 
the other options > Finish 

 
The constrained bar will react to 
changes of the target bar. 
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To select another constraint target, hover the cursor over other bar and valid targets will 
highlight and can be selected. These targets can be bar ends, bar segments, the bar plane or 
out of plane extents (where the set ends). 
You can specify constraints between bars in any suitable view (2D or 3D) 
 

 
 
To make modeling You can define constraints to bar segments that are perpendicular to the 
view, like in the case of U-shaped bars in a column footing.  

 
Clear bar spacing vs distance between bars 
When constraining bars together, you can choose whether to specify the clear bar distance  
or the distance between bar centers  when constraining bar segments together. 
By default, when constraining a bar segment to another, the bar handle is shifted next to the 
target segment at a clear distance of 0. 

 

1 
2 

Example - (1) current selected handle, (2) constraint target 

1 

2 

Example – constraining the transverse bars’ bottom segment to the 
longitudinal bars’ bottom segment in a section view 
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Sign convention 
Move the constrained bar segment in the positive 
direction indicated by the arrow shown on the 
constraint target, by inputting a positive offset 
(negative moves it the opposite way).  
 
Overlap bars by constraining the bar start or end 
to a target bar set’s start or end. 
When you constrain a bar end to another bar’s end or to a rebar segment, the end stays in 
place and doesn’t snap. 
A positive offset overlaps the bars, while a negative offset moves the bar ends apart. 

 
You can specify an overlap between varying (linearly) rebar sets as well, and the distance 
between the ends is measured as depicted below. 

 
Two-way constraints 
When enabled , a two-way constraint ensures that both handle and target move together, 
when moving or dragging either one. When disabled , only the handle follows the target and 
not vice-versa. 
This option is enabled by default when constraining bar ends together, and is optional, 
when constraining a bar end, segment or bar plane to another segment or bar plane. 
Constraints to any bar or host in the project 
You can constrain rebar sets to any bar or concrete host face in the project.  
Automatic constraints are set only to faces in the host and first neighbors (concrete 
elements that are joined directly to the host) and stirrups in the same host. 
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Valid constraint targets 
Each bar handle is defined by a plane that is driving that constraint. Go to a 3D view and edit 
the bar constraints to see a representation of that plane. 
A rebar target is considered valid, if the plane of the current bar handle and the plane of the 
target are parallel. This applies to segments, bar plane (where the set starts and ends) or bar 
start / end. 
 

 
If a target is not valid, it will not highlight and cannot be selected. 
Bars that are already constrained to the current bar (even through other bars), are shown in 
halftone color and their references cannot be selected, because it would result in a circular 
reference. 

 
  

1 
2 

3 

Example - (1) current selected handle, (2) valid target – parallel segment or 
concrete face and (3) invalid target (not parallel) – not highlighting when hovering 

 

3 

2 1 

3 1 2 

Rebar set (3) is constrained to (2), which is constrained to (1) 
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Exercise 1 – Splice bars in the floor and precisely adjust in place 
 
In this exercise you will place a rebar set, adjust it precisely so that it’s spliced to the existing 
sets. You will also work on the presentation of the bars and instructions for fabrication, including 
annotating the bars using Multi-rebar annotations.  
 

1. Open OfficeBuilding.rvt and go to the Level 3 plan view 
2. Place a set of bars on the bottom layer of the slab between grid lines 2 – 3 and parallel 

to the existing bars 
a. Launch the Rebar command > Far Cover Reference (bottom of floor) > 

Perpendicular to Cover > Maximum spacing: 200mm 

 
b. Select a 16M bar type and shape code 00 
c. Hover the cursor over the floor > Bars are shown vertical  
d. Press Space to flip the orientation  
e. Click to place 

 
 TIP: The bars expand to fill the host on placement, so you need to adjust to the 

desired size. Alternately copy the bars, if you need the same size and layout 
3. To create a splice and overlap with the previous set > Select the set > Click Edit 

Constraints > Select the “End of Bar” bar handle > Click the other set’s end 
 TIP: The two-way constraint  is enabled automatically when constraining bar ends 

together. 
4. Specify an overlap between the bars > Input an offset of 800 mm (positive value 

overlaps the bars) 
5. To make the sets move entirely together > Select the “Bar Plane” > Constrain to the end 

of the other set (Click the other set’s end) > Enable the two-way constraint for this 
handle  

6. Repeat for the “Out of Plane Extent”  
 TIP: Use Space bar to cycle through the visible bar handles and enter the offset 

value directly from the keyboard. 
 

c d e 
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7. Drag the bar handles and check that all the sets move together 
8. To manually create a staggered overlap, you can  

a. Select all the 3 sets  
b. Change the layout to 400 mm  
c. Copy the sets 200 mm to the right 
d. Drag the bar end handles to adjust 

 TIP: Copy constrained bars together and the relationships are maintained for the 
resulting bars. 

 
9. OPTIONAL: Define bars in the other direction and the top row of the floor, both 

directions, by repeating the above steps. 
10. OPTIONAL: Use multi-rebar annotation (Annotate tab > Tag panel > Multi-Rebar 

Annotation) to dimension and tag the bars and the rebar presentation options to choose 
which bars should be displayed 

 
  

3 

3 

4 

5 

c 
d 
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Example 2 – Model rebar in wall 
 
In this exercise you will create reinforcement in a wall, create constraints between the bars, so 
that you can make quick and precise adjustments, but also have the bars react to changes. 
 

1. Open OfficeBuilding.rvt and go to the Wall W4 – Detail 1 view 
2. Place a stirrup in the left part of the wall:  

a. Rebar command > Current work plane > Parallel to work plane > Maximum 
Spacing: 200 mm 

b. Choose the bar type 13M and M_T1 shape 

    
3. Select the stirrup > Edit Constraints > Set the right segment to the left face at 500 mm (a 

negative offset value moves the bar inside the concrete host) 

 
4. Place vertical bars at the stirrup corners to reinforce the wall end 

a. Select a 25M bar > M_00 rebar shape > Current work plane > Perpendicular to 
cover > Fixed number:3 

b. Hover the cursor inside the stirrup and the vertical bars snap to the corner > click 
to place 

c. To place to the right of the stirrup, press Shift to lock the bar to a face (shown in 
orange) > hover to the right part of the stirrup and click to place 

d. Check that the bars are constrained to the stirrup corner by editing the bar 
constraints. This constraint to the corner doesn’t have an offset 

 
5. Place the horizontal bars inside the right part of the wall 

a. Rebar command > Current work plane > Parallel to work plane > Maximum 
Spacing: 200 mm 

b. Select a 13M bar > M_17 rebar shape > Click inside the wall to place 
c. Repeat for both sides 

  

b c 
d 

b c 
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6. Now let’s model the wall vertical bars 
a. Select a 16M bar > M_00 rebar shape > Current work plane > Perpendicular to 

cover > Maximum spacing: 200 mm > Set expands to this part of the wall 
b. Repeat for the other side 

 
 

7. Now we can bring the two sets in position by editing the bar constraints 
a. Select the top vertical bar set > Constrain it to the horizontal bar (it snaps to it 

without clashing) 
b. Switch to the bar plane > Constrain it to the vertical bars at the stirrup corner 
c. Switch to the distance between bar centers > Offset 200 mm (the arrow shows 

the positive direction) 
d. Constrain the other end of the set to the horizontal bar end segment 

 
8. The last step in setting up is to make the two vertical layers 

work together 
a. Select the bottom layer > Edit constraints > Select the 

end of the set > Constrain to the other set end 
b. Set the distance to be bar centers  > set the offset to 

0 (bar centers are aligned) 
c. Repeat a – b for the end on the right 

 
9. Now we can mirror all the bars to the other side 

 
 

10. Drag the end handle > this moves all the connected bars 

 
 

11. Let’s now model the reinforcement above the opening 
a. Go to the Wall W4 – Elevation > Drag the horizontal bars down below the top 

face of the opening 
b. Copy the two longer sets up 

b a 

a d 

b 

c 

10 
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c. Select the set > edit the bar constraints > extend all the way to the left 

 
 TIP: You can drag the handles of segments perpendicular to the view and you can 

also edit the bar constraints of these handles (e.g. shape 17 bar or T1 stirrup shown 
from the side). 

12. Select each of the sets of horizontal bars distributed along the height of the opening > 
Edit constraints > Select the top handle > Constrain it to the top set at a 200 mm offset 

 
 

13. Add reinforcement above the opening 
a. Place two sets with M_17 rebar shape with a 13M rebar type > the set expands 

in the entire wall 
b. Constrain the stirrups to the vertical bars on either side of the opening 

 
14. Go to the Wall W4 – 3D View and extend all the vertical bar sets 800 mm up above the 

floor. Select each set of vertical bars > Edit constraints > Select the end towards the top 
> add the floor as a reference and change the offset to 800 mm 

 
15. Move the door and check how the bars adjust to it.  

c 

a a 
b 
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Free Form Rebar 
You can use free form rebar to model bars in any concrete host regardless of its complexity, but 
also for regular building elements where you need a set of bars following a curve or something 
similar.  
This type of reinforcement differs from shape driven rebar by the fact that the bars get their 
geometry exclusively from the geometry of the host. You might call this type of reinforcement 
host-driven. 
Like shape driven, free form rebar is part of the Structural Rebar category, has all the properties 
associated with that. You can set the layout options of the set, there is a rebar type defining the 
diameter and bending radii, you can add hooks and extract fabrication data. Numbering is done 
automatically. 
Valid hosts 
You can place free form rebar in any element that can host rebar. All references selected for 
any of the bar handles need to be from such elements. 
Constraints 
Free form bars have constraints that lock the rebar geometry to the selected concrete faces. 
This ensures that the bars react to changes of the host, but also that the bars can be precisely 
adjusted. 
 
Apart from the references that you input 
during placement, free form rebar is 
shortened or extended automatically to 
the nearest faces that is part of the 
host. The shortening is done along the 
bar, while the extension is tangent to 
the end. 
 
Note: If you move or copy a bar without all its references, the bar will lose the constraints and 
no longer react to host changes.  
You can use Edit Constraints to select a valid reference for each of the bar handles. See below 
the specific  
Properties 
You can use the properties palette to set the style of the bar (Stirrup/Tie 
or Standard). This determines the bend diameter used for the bar, 
based on the rebar type definition. 
 
The Geometry parameter shows if the bar is Shape Driven or Free 
Form. This is read-only, unless you are sketching a rebar, at which point 
you can select to sketch a shape driven or a free form bar.  
Unlike regular shape driven bars, free form rebar can have hooks 
rotated 360 degrees.  
In the default orientation (0 degrees) the hook is perpendicular to the 
host surface, for the surface distribution and is in the bar plane towards 
the inside of the Host Surface, for the aligned distribution. 
 
Even though the bar isn’t driven by a shape, you still have the option to 
match it to a rebar shape, if possible.  
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Rebar Couplers 
You can connect free form rebar using Rebar Couplers. However these don 
Modifications done to the bars prompt the deletion of couplers, and no changes between the 
connected sets are propagated. 
End treatments are applied to the bar ends per the connected coupler type. 
 
Sketch Free Form Rebar  
Free form rebar can also be created by sketching and the bars can have any geometry.  
To access the command, go to Rebar > Modify | Place Rebar contextual tab > Placement 
Methods panel > Sketch Rebar   
To create a free form rebar by sketch, you need to set the Geometry parameter in the 
Properties Palette to Free Form. The default option is Shape Driven, and this creates a shape 
driven rebar. 
 
A free form bar created by sketch, doesn’t have constraints and won’t react to changes in the 
host. The layout is fixed at Single. Only bars created by sketch or without constraints (Edit 
Constraints button is greyed out) can be edited. 
Sketching a free form set extracts the first bar geometry and uses it for the sketch, while 
sketching a 3D bar eliminates all the geometry.  
Converting to a shape driven rebar to a free form bar is done by editing the sketch and setting 
the Geometry to Shape Driven. Alternatively, a shape driven bar can be sketched and 
converted to free form geometry by choosing Free Form for the Geometry parameter. 
Free Form Rebar Shape Matching 
You can extract fabrication data (A, B, C segment lengths and shape) when using free form 
rebar by specifying if the bars will be bent in the shop, versus delivered as a straight bar. 
Use the Workshop Instructions parameter to specify how a free form rebar will be fabricated. 
The following options are available: 

• Straight - the bar will be delivered as a straight bar to the site, and the shape code is of 
the first straight rebar shape loaded into the project (e.g. 00) 

• Bend - if possible, the bar will be matched to an existing rebar shape or a matching one 
will be created.  

To edit the segment length parameters (A, B, C) of the matched 
rebar shape, locate the shape in the Project Browser, edit the 
shape family and customize it. 
 

 
Note: Editing the geometry of the rebar shape family will prompt the creation of a new one if it 
no longer matches the geometry of the free form bar. 
This shape matching is done individually for each bar in the set and requires that all bars be 
planar and sketch-able according to the rules of Revit rebar shape families. 
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Geometry that is not allowed in rebar shape families: 

 Shaped ending in an arc. 
 Consecutive arcs. 
 Arcs not tangent to adjacent segments. 
 Arcs greater than 180 degrees between adjacent segments. 
 Almost collinear adjacent segments. 

 
Note: You can use dimensions to highlight the individual bar segments or export the bars to 
DWG to analyze the geometry if matching is not possible. 
Both hooks and end treatments are used when matching the bar geometry to a shape, if 
included in the shape definition (see Reinforcement Settings > General Reinforcement 
Settings). 
Note: Bars in the same set can match different rebar shapes. Although the set can have a hook 
at start, some bars in the set may be inverted to match their respective shapes.  
Use the Hook at Start / Hook at End to assign a hook type from the list of appropriate hook 
types to either end of the bar. This is done set per instance of the rebar set. 

  

(non-planar) 

Example – Two bars in a set (symmetrical and non-symmetrical bars) matched to 
different rebar shapes 
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Surface Distribution Free Form Rebar 
Free form rebar surface distribution populates the surfaces of irregularly shaped hosts with 
variable non-planar distribution. 
 
The bars are created by interpolating between the first and last bars of a surface distribution set. 
The curves follow the host surface geometry and respect the cover of the host. First, the 
intersection of the start surface  and the host surface  places the first bar. Next, the 
intersection of the end  surface and the host surface places the second bar. Finally, the 
remaining bars (as specified in the rebar set layout) interpolate  between the first  and 
last  bars. 
 

 
Place Free Form Rebar Surface Distribution 

• Click Structure tab > Reinforcement panel >  Rebar   
• In the Modify | Place Rebar contextual tab > Placement Methods panel > Free Form 

Rebar 
• In the Distribution Type panel > Select Surface 

 
• In the Type selector at the top of the Properties palette, select the desired rebar type. 

Optional: Select other properties like Layout Options, Style, Hooks and Orientations. 
• Select the references that define the set, in sequence (  Host Surface,  Start and 

End Surfaces). One reference can be made up of one or more element faces.  
 

 
Notes: 

• In 3D views, the Free Form Rebar placement is launched by default when accessing the 
Rebar command. The rebar command requires a 2D view of the element being 
reinforced. 

• Use Space bar to advance to the next reference type (as shown in the Next panel).  
• Use Enter to create the free form rebar (when the selected references and layout 

options are enough for creating the set, the green checkmark is available). 
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Concrete Cover 
When you define a surface distribution free form 
rebar going across multiple faces of the concrete 
element, the concrete cover that is considered is 
the largest for those selected faces. 
 
For the Stirrup/Tie value of the Style parameter, 
the free form bar can be attached to either the 
inside or the outside of the concrete cover, 
depending of the setting of the Stirrup/Tie 
Attachment parameter. 
 
Edit Constraints  
Surface distribution free form sets have constraints that ensure they follow the host geometry 
and allows for precise adjustment, by editing the offset to either cover  or concrete face , 
adding or removing faces for each of the references. 

• Select the bar > Click the Modify | Rebar contextual tab > Edit Constraints  
The bar has five references that define its geometry: Host Surface, Start Surface, End 
Surface, Bar Start, Bar End.  

 
 

• Click on a selected face to remove it from the selection for the current handle or click on 
a valid one to add to the current selection. 

• The bar is updated on each change (either add/remove face or changing the offset or 
connection to the cover or to the face). 

• The bar re-calculation will be postponed if an invalid selection is made for one of the 
handles. Revit will wait for you to edit the constraints for the other handles and re-
calculate the bar once this can be done. 
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Aligned Distribution Free Form Rebar 
You can use the aligned distribution free form rebar to create rebar sets with planar bars 
distributed along the faces of a structural element and aligned to a distribution path. 

 
 
The bars in an aligned distribution are created at the intersection of each individual bar 
plane  with the host surface . All the bars are planar, respect the cover of the host and are 
aligned to the distribution path, by default. 
The path  is the edge of an element that can host rebar. You can directly select the path when 
you place the rebar set. You click on structural element edges during set placement to select 
the path. You can edit the path by adding or removing faces from the Path Surface 1 and Path 
Surface 2 constraints, in edit constraints mode. 

 
Placement 

• Click Structure tab > Reinforcement panel >  Rebar   
• In the Modify | Place Rebar contextual tab > Placement Methods panel > Free Form 

Rebar  
• In the Distribution Type panel > Aligned 

       

 
 

• In the Type selector at the top of the Properties palette, select the desired rebar type. 
• Optional: Select other properties like Layout Options, Style, Hooks, Workshop 

Instructions. 
• Select the references that define the set (Host Surface and Distribution Path). One 

reference can be made up of one or more element faces.  
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Notes: 

• In 3D views, the Aligned Distribution of Free Form Rebar placement is launched by 
default when accessing the Rebar command. The rebar command requires a 2D view of 
the element being reinforced. 

• Use Space bar to cycle through the references needed for the set.  
• Use Enter to create the free form rebar. 

 
 
Rebar Constraints 
Rebar constraints set and lock the geometry of each rebar instance with respect to its defining 
references and the concrete host element. Rebar cover is the internal offset of a concrete host 
to which rebar extends. 
Aligned distribution Free Form Rebar derive each of the bar’s geometry from the intersection of 
the host surface to each individual bar plane. If there are changes to the references, the bars 
react to those changes. 
The automatic constraints of structural rebar with free form geometry are lost when modifying 
the bars without their host and defining references.  These modifications may include copying, 
moving, rotating or mirroring the bars as well as adding the bars to assemblies and groups. 
 
A bar that has lost its constraints will not react to changes in the formwork. 
 
The distribution path is the edge of an element located at the intersection of two or more 
element faces. These faces are part of the Path Surface 1 and Path Surface 2 constraints. 
Cover and Style 
The bars in a free form rebar set with an aligned 
distribution are created at the cover offset from the 
intersection of the faces selected by the user. When 
multiple faces define the host surface, the cover of 
each face is used to generate the individual bar 
segments. 
 
 
Edit Constraints  
Select the bar and use the Edit Constraints option, in the Modify | Rebar contextual tab to 
access the constraints editor.  
You can modify the range of the rebar set by adjusting the ends of the distribution path, change 
the offset of all the bars with respect to the cover  or to the concrete face  
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The bar has the following references that define its geometry:  
 

 
 
Click on a selected face to remove it from the selection for the current handle or click on a valid 
one to add to the current selection. 
The bar is updated on each change (either add/remove face or changing the offset or 
connection to the cover or to the face). 
The bar re-calculation will be postponed if an invalid selection is made for one of the handles. 
Revit will wait for you to edit the constraints for the other handles and re-calculate the bar once 
this can be done. 
You can choose to have the bars perpendicular to the path (default) or parallel to a selected 
face. To do this, select the Align / Close bar handle and select a face of an element that can 
host rebar. 

 
Example of an aligned distribution set with (a) bars perpendicular to the path, (b) parallel to the right 
face and (c) parallel to an external face 
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Automatically closing stirrups 
You can define closed stirrups, even if the 
element doesn’t have all the faces needed 
to generate that bar geometry. 
To do this, edit the bar constraints > select 
the Align / Close bar handle > Select the 
close option  
 
This option is enabled by default when 
placing a bar with the Stirrup/Tie style. 
 
If a closed contour cannot be obtained, the 
option will remain enabled until a possible 
closed contour can be determined (e.g. if 
other host faces are added or removed). 
 
When the auto-close option is enabled, the 
ends of each bar in the set are still 
connected to element faces. This could 
appear as if the bar is not closed. 
Tip: Use the start or end bar offset to adjust 
the bar to the correct length. Alternatively, 
you can use the face of an additional 
element to constrain the ends of the bars. 

 
  

Examples of structural elements cross-sections 
and auto-closed stirrups obtained for the 

selected faces and path (blue – selected faces, 
green – the distribution path)  
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Learn how to select the best approach and rebar tool for the task at hand 
Since the shape driven and free form rebar tools are quite versatile, they can be used in various 
situations, ranging from complex structural elements to simple ones. 

Exercise 3 – Modeling the reinforcement in a round column 
In this exercise, you will use the Aligned Distribution to create a set of simple vertical bars in a 
round column and finish up using the shape driven rebar to model the stirrups. 

1.  Open OfficeBuilding.rvt and go to 3D 
Structure view 

2. Find the corner round column between Level 1 
and 2 > Click the section box command (BX) to 
zoom in to it  

3. Click the Rebar command > (Free form rebar 
placement launches) Select the Aligned 
Distribution 

4. Select the Layout – Fixed Number: 10 > 25M 
bar type > Workshop Instructions: Bend 

5. Select the two side faces > Next or press Space bar  
6. Select the bottom edge > Enter to finish 

 
7. Now let’s edit the splice length into the next floor > Edit constraints > Select the End of 

Bar > Click the top of the floor (as the target) > Edit the offset to 1200 mm 
8. Switch to the Host Surface > Change offset to -15 mm (this shifts the bars inward, so 

they don’t clash with the stirrup) 
9. Switch to Detail and place an M_T3 rebar shape (round stirrup) > 13M bar type > 

Maximum spacing: 200 mm > with 135 deg hooks at both ends 
10. Go to the 3D view and show all the bars in the column as solid 

 
  

5 6 6 

7 

8 10 
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Exercise 4 – Model the transverse reinforcement in the spiral ramp 
In this exercise, you will use the Aligned Distribution free form rebar tool to model the 
reinforcement in the spiral ramp at Level -1 and use Edit Constraints to anchor the bars in the 
supporting walls. 

 
1. Open OfficeBuilding.rvt and go to Spiral Ramp L-1 3D View 
2. Launch the Aligned Distribution free form rebar tool (Structure > Reinforcement panel > 

Rebar and select Aligned from the Distribution types panel) 
 TIP: When you click the Rebar command in a 3D view, the free form rebar 

placement starts. The aligned distribution is the default free form rebar tool, but the 
last one used will be selected. 

3. Select the top face of the spiral ramp as the Host Surface > Press Next (Modify | Place 
free form rebar ribbon) OR press the Space bar to proceed 

4. Click the inner edge of the ramp to define the distribution path 
5. Select the layout options for the set > Maximum spacing, 100 mm (this is measured 

along the path) and the rebar type to 16M 
6. Press Enter OR Finish to create the set 

 
7. Select the newly created set > and add Standard 90 deg hooks to both ends 
8. Now let’s extend the bars into the supporting walls on both ends: 

a. Select the set > Edit constraints > Select the bar handle Start of Bar  

3 

4 5 

6 
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b. Toggle the cover constraint  to the 
concrete face  so that the distance to the 
Start of the bar is measured from the side 
face of the ramp and not the concrete cover 

 TIP: You can use the shortcut key to toggle to 
cover constraint – default is (CF) 

 
c. Now edit the offset to 250 mm. You can 

input the offset directly, without clicking the 
offset control first 

d. Press Enter to finish editing 
e. Repeat steps (b) - (d) for the bar End 

 
9. Repeat steps 2 – 8, but select the bottom face and edge, to create the bottom transverse 

reinforcement. 
 TIP: Select an existing free form rebar and run the Create Similar command (CS). 

The settings of the existing set are used for the new. 

 
10. To show the bars in a solid representation, select the rebar sets and open the view 

visibility settings menu (from the properties palette) > find the Spiral Ramp L-1 3D View 
3D view and check the show as solid option 

 TIP: To show rebar more realistically, make the concrete host transparent and 
uncheck the unobscured option for the rebar, in the view visibility settings menu 

 
  

Host Surface 
– bottom face 

Distribution 
path 
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Exercise 5 – Model longitudinal bars in the spiral ramp using free form rebar 
In this exercise, you will use the Surface Distribution free form rebar tool to model the 
longitudinal bars in the spiral ramp at Level -1 and use additional geometry to precisely trim and 
splice the bars 

 
1. Open OfficeBuilding.rvt and go to Spiral Ramp L-1 3D View (OPTIONAL: Hide the 

transverse reinforcement from the previous exercise, to have better visibility) 
2. Launch the Surface distribution free form rebar (Structure tab > Reinforcement panel 

>  Rebar > In the Modify | Place Rebar contextual tab > Placement Methods panel > 
Free Form Rebar and select Surface in the Distribution type panel 

 TIP: When you click the Rebar command in a 3D view, the free form rebar 
placement starts. The aligned distribution is the default free form rebar tool, but the 
last one used will be selected. 

3. Select the Host Surface (top face of ramp) > Press Space next reference  
4. Select the Start Surface (inner face of ramp) > Press Space for the next reference 
5. Select the End Surface (outer face of ramp) > Press Space for the next reference 

 
6. Choose the layout > Maximum spacing > 200 mm and 

set the rebar type to 13M 
7. Press Enter OR Finish to create the set 

You have created the longitudinal bars, but these exceed 
the maximum fabrication length of 12m. In the next steps, 
you will use some additional geometry to set a splice 
point. 

 TIP: Any element that can host rebar can be used as 
references to trim or extend free form bars 

8. A model-in-place generic model family has been previously created over the L-1 spiral 
ramp. Go the Visibility/Graphics overrides (VV) > open the Filters tab and enable 

3 

4 

5 
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the visibility of the “Additional Geometry” filter

 
9. Select the existing set > click Edit Constraints > select the “End of Bar” bar handle > 

Select the outer face of the generic model to add it as a reference 

 
10. Duplicate the set – Select the set > right click and select 

“Create similar” OR press (CS) > Repeat steps 3-5 to 
create another identical set 

11. Edit the constraints > Select the “Start of Bar” bar 
handle > Select the inner face of the generic model as a 
reference 

 TIP: You can constrain the “additional geometry” 
element to reference planes or other elements. Bars 
will adjust when any of the references adjust. 

12. To avoid clashing in the overlap 
zone, you can adjust the two 
sets > Edit Constraints > Add an 
offset to the “Start Surface for 
set 1 > Add an offset to the “End 
Surface” of set 2  

13. Unhide the transverse 
reinforcement > select the longitudinal set 1 > Edit Constraints > Add a -16 mm offset for 
the host surface handle (this shits the set down); repeat for set 2 

 
14. Repeat steps 2 – 12 and create two overlapped sets on the bottom. To avoid splicing in 

the same section > copy the additional geometry (use copy + rotate)  

Generic Model,  
model-in-place family 

End of Bar 

Bars stop here 

Host Surface Handle 

Set 2 
Set 1 Set 2 stops here 

Start Surface 
Handle 
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Learn how to extract fabrication data for any type of rebar 
Exercise 6 – Extract fabrication information for free form bars in spiral ramp 
In this exercise you will use free form rebar shape matching to extract fabrication information for 
the bars that will be bent in the shop, create a schedule referencing the bars inside the spiral 
ramp and annotate the reinforcement and place everything on a sheet. 

 
1. Continue from the modeling of reinforcement in the spiral ramp or open 

OfficeBuilding_2.rvt > open view Spiral Ramp L-1 3D View 
2. Select the transverse reinforcement sets (top and bottom) > go to the bar properties 

palette > change the Workshop Instructions parameter to Bend > Apply 

 
3. Select the spiral ramp concrete element and set the Mark as “Ramp L-1” 
4. Open Rebar Schedule - Ramp L-1 and check that you have all the bars from the spiral 

ramp. Check also that the bar lengths are less than 12m 
5. If the bars are not less than 12m > go to Level -1 plan view > Turn on the visibility of the 

“Additional geometry” filter to show the elements used for splicing the bars 
6. Select the relevant element > Rotate it about the ramp center point to adjust the location 

of the splice > check the lengths of the bars in the schedule 
7. Open Ramp L-1 - Section S1 view and Ramp L-1 - Plan view and add tags and 

dimensions to the bars. 
 TIP: Use dimensions and tags to show how bars will be mounted. Multi-rebar 

annotations work for free form rebar sets, only when the sets have planar and 
parallel bars.     

8. Add the views and schedule to the sheet 
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